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ABSTRACT
FOAMING PROPERTIES OF DILUTE PEA PROTEIN SOLUTIONS

May 2022
JIANI BAO, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Jiakai Lu

Plant-derived protein such as pea protein is a promising replacement for animal
protein and is becoming popular in recent years because of its high nutritional value and
potential reduction of environmental footprint. However, the increasing demand for plantderived proteins is accompanied by the increase of wastes during protein processing such
as wastewater containing dilute protein content, which may raise the cost for the
downstream processing. Therefore, there is an emerging need to develop novel processing
strategies to reduce waste while valorizing useful ingredients. Several researchers suggest
that foam fractionation technology can be a viable approach to extract and concentrate
protein from dilute wastewater effluent. This technology has already been applied to the
chemical and food industry for the extraction of surfactant and animal proteins from
wastewater. To design and apply foam fractionation to the plant-derived protein industry,
fundamental knowledge on foaming properties of dilute plant-derived protein solution is
needed and is currently lacking. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to advance a
fundamental understanding of the foaming properties of dilute pea protein solutions
(protein concentration ≤ 1wt%). To achieve the objective, a multiscale approach is used,
which is comprised of a detailed investigation of both bulk and interfacial properties of pea
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protein solutions and foaming properties such as foaming capacity and stability with the
help of bubble structure and foam volume kinetics. The focus of this thesis is on the effect
of protein concentration. Results demonstrate that protein adsorption kinetics can be
characterized by four distinctive regimes: lag phase, diffusion-limited regime, transitional
regime, and conformation change regime, which are highly dependent on the protein
concentration. However, apparent viscosity is less affected by the protein concentration.
Results also show that depending on the protein concentration, two regimes can be
distinguished for foam capacity and foam stability. For the first time, these regimes can be
rationalized by contrasting characteristics times of protein adsorption kinetics and
processing time scale – residence time of bubbles during the foam formation. New findings
from this fundamental research will shed light on the control and optimization of foaming
properties of plant-derived protein solutions for applications ranging from food processing
design to food product development.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Plant-derived proteins are gaining popularity nowadays not just because of their
healthier nutritional value compared to animal-based proteins, but also because of their
relatively low cost (Rezig et al., 2016). They also exhibit good techno-functional properties
such as emulsification and foaming ability (Doan and Ghosh, 2019). Moreover, among
many plant proteins, soybean protein is widely used in various industrial chains in early
times, but in the last decade, pea protein has appeared in people's sight as a substitute for
soybean protein because of its better techno-functional properties. More importantly, pea
proteins are low in anti-nutrients that can reduce people's allergic reactions (Gwiazda,
Rutkowski and Kocoń, 1979). However, as the need for plant-derived proteins grows, so
does the amount of waste generated during protein processing in food factories, such as
wastewater with dilute protein concentration, typically less than 1 wt% (Jiang et al., 2019).
As a result, there is a growing demand for innovative processing procedures that decrease
waste while valorizing important components. Several researchers proposed that using
foam fractionation technology to extract and concentrate protein from dilute wastewater
effluent may be a promising option especially because of its low cost and low energy
requirements (Li et al., 2014). In addition, foam fractionation is a mature technology
established in the 1940s (Burghoff, 2012). This method is already being used in the
chemical and food industries to recover surfactants and animal proteins from wastewater
(Lemlich, 1968). A fundamental understanding of the foaming characteristics of dilute
plant-derived protein solutions is required to develop and apply foam fractionation to the
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plant-derived protein industries, which is currently missing (Yang et al., 2022, Jiang et al.,
2019).

1.2 Research Objective and Thesis Outline
Research Objective:
The overall research objective of this thesis is to advance fundamental
understandings of foaming properties of dilute pea protein solutions (protein
concentration ≤ 1wt%), with a focus on the effect of protein concentration.
Thesis Outline:
To achieve the research objective, a multiscale approach is used. The summary of
this approach is shown in figure 1. The multiscale approach consists of a detailed
investigation of bulk, interfacial, and foaming properties of dilute pea protein isolate
solutions with a focus on the effect of protein concentration. Chapter 2 provides literature
reviews relevant to the topic.
In Chapter 3, protein components in the pea protein solution are determined by
sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE). SDS-PAGE
profile shows that the pea protein solution consists of four different water-soluble protein
components, which are Convicilin, Vicilin (α, β, γ), Legumin, and Lectin. This is similar
to the previously reported by Barac et al (2015). Then, the structural integrity of the pea
protein used in this study is verified by the thermal stability analysis using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Results show the denaturing temperature of the pea protein is
around 86.6 °C, which is consistent with previously reported data in the literature (Mession
et al., 2015). This result suggests that the pea protein used in this study is in its native form
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prior to the foam formation. In addition, pea protein solubility is determined as a function
of pH levels and results are consistent with the variation of zeta-potential as a function of
pH levels, similar to those previously reported by Ladjal-Ettoumi et al (2016). Finally,
viscosity and interfacial activity – the two critical properties relevant to foaming -- at
various pea protein solutions are investigated. Results show that apparent viscosity varies
slightly in the range of dilute pea protein concentrations of interest.

However, the

interfacial activities on the air/water interface of the pea protein solutions depend on the
bulk concentration. In this study, a max bubble pressure tensiometer is used to characterize
the change of surface pressure over time due to the short time scale associated with the
adsorption kinetics. Results demonstrate that pea protein adsorption kinetics can be
characterized by several distinctive regimes depending on the concentration. These regimes
are: 1) a lag phase where surface pressure barely changes, a diffusion-limited regime
characterized by a linear dependence for the fast growth of surface pressure with respect
to the square root of time, a transitional regime with a slower rate of surface pressure
development due to the energy barrier from the absorbed proteins on the interface, and a
conformational change regime characterized by a slow increase surface pressure with a
linear dependence of logarithmic of time, possibly due to the rearrangement an unfolding
of the absorbed proteins (Ter Beek et al., 1996). Results also show that the characteristic
times that distinct the regimes depend on the pea protein concentration.
In Chapter 4, foaming properties are investigated by following the dynamics of the
life span of foams from the formation to the destabilization using a dynamic foam analyzer
(DFA) for a wide range of pea protein concentrations. In addition, foam structures during
the foaming destabilization process are also monitored using advanced optical method,
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providing additional insight into the foaming properties. For foam capacity, under a given
process condition (same foaming time and gas inject flow rate), a comparison of maximum
foam volume formed in protein solutions with different concentrations reveals that there
exist three regimes depending on protein concentration CB. For CB < 0.1 wt%, no foam can
be generated. For 0.1 wt% < CB < 1 wt%, foam volume increases drastically. For CB > 1
wt%, foam volume barely increases. However, a better interpretation of foam capacity
using total surface area generated by incorporating the size of bubble in a newly generated
foam. Total surface area, Atot, reveals that there exists a threshold bulk concentration below
which barely any surface area can be formed, indicating low foaming capacity. When the
bulk concentration is larger than the threshold value, Atot increases fast as concentration
increases. These results indicate that there is a minimum concentration limit (MCL) of
foam capacity required such that there is enough protein absorbed on bubble interface
during the foam formation in order to resist coalescence. In this study, MCL  0.05wt%.
By contrasting the residence time of the bubble tr during foam formation, and the
characteristic times of pea protein interfacial activities, results show that MCL coincides
with the regime set by a competition between tr and the upper limit of the lag phase tl. eIf tr
< tl, the protein solutions are in the low foam capacity region and if tr > tl, foam capacity
increases with an increase in bulk concentration.
For the foam stability, by comparing the half-life time of the pea protein foams over
a wide range of concentrations, results show that there also exists a threshold bulk
concentration beyond which half-life time becomes much longer than those below the
threshold concentration. The critical concentration is approximately equal to 0.25 wt%. By
contrasting the residence time of the bubble tr during foam formation, and the characteristic
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times of pea protein interfacial activities, results show that the critical bulk concentration
that delimits the foam stability coincides with the competition between tr and the upper
limit of the diffusion limited regime td. This result strongly suggests that for the foam to be
stable, the residence time tr needs to be larger than the diffusion limited time td, giving
enough time for the protein to form a near monolayer on the bubble interface, and therefore
providing possible conditions to form cross-linked gelled interface in the later stage.
Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings obtained in this thesis. These new
findings from this fundamental research advances the understanding of foaming properties
of plant-derived protein solutions and will potentially benefit applications ranging from
food processing design to food development.
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Figure 1: A multiscale approach used in this thesis for the study of foaming properties of
dilute pea protein solutions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction.
A foam is a solution formed by incorporating the gas into a liquid or solid. To
produce foam, several conditions are needed. Firstly, surface active components
(surfactants) must be present to reduce surface tension. Secondly, the formation of foam is
faster than its breakdown. Although foam can be defined as a thermodynamically unstable
system comprised of air trapped by a liquid film, foam applications are still varied. There
are liquid foams that can be used in fire retardant foam; solid foams can be used as cellular
engineering materials; syntactic foam can be used in glassmaking; integral skin foam can
be used in mattress making. In everyday life, the most common foam application can be
the beverage foam such as soft drink foam and cappuccino foam; factory foam such as slag
foam. Soft drink foam is mainly caused by carbon dioxide gas rising to the surface.
Carbonation may occur before or after bottling. Cappuccino foam is formed by machine
stirring or air injecting. Slag foam is caused by the high rate of gas injection during
smelting.
Moreover, the stability and foam capacity can be critical factors in beverage
making. This literature review provides an overview of the foam formation, stability of
foams, foaming agents (plant-based protein) and testing methods.
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2.2 Foam Formation and Stability
2.2.1 Foam Formation, desired and undesired foam
Foam is produced when a gas such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide is added to a liquid
or semi-solid phase. During bubble formation, the surface area, surface tension and energy
of the liquid are inversely proportional. It is thought that foaming agents such as substances
that reduce surface tension and liquids with high viscosity can help bubbles form and even
prevent bubbles from coalescing (Deotale et al., 2020). Foams can be easily found in
normal daily life, and some foam applications are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Applications in daily life, products with different bubble sizes and different
foaming methods
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Foam can be divided into desired foam and undesired foam. For example, fire
extinguishing foam, shaving cream, champagne and whipped cream are considered desired
foams that provide help in our daily life and improve food texture and flavor (Stanley, Goff
and Smith, 1996). However, there also exists undesired foam such as fuel oil foam and
foams appearing during factory processing which bring safety concerns and revenue losses
(Panckow et al., 2021). As a result, the market is flooded with foam control agents and
antifoaming agents. Their role is to destroy foam accumulations or reduce foam formation,
thereby reducing product waste and improving product quality. Food-grade defoaming
agents contain brine and are commonly used in dairy, grain, and meat processing (Foam,
2014). Adding a defoamer agent, on the other hand, necessitates final separation and risks
contaminating the product. A survey mentions that anti-foaming agents cause
contamination of the products and are easily attached to the machines (Leuner et al., 2020).
Meanwhile, a Super liquid-repellent surface is mentioned in one paper and shows it is a
more stable and secure method of defoaming (Wong et al., 2021). In this regard, research
into future studies for foaming ability and stability is critical.

2.2.2 Foam stability
The stability of foam is determined by two basic factors: the resistance of the liquid
film to external disturbance and the thin film is thinned by liquid flowing from the film to
the edge of the plate (Foam, 2014). In addition, the stability of foams and emulsions
depends largely on the chemical composition. Surfactant molecules with a low molecular
weight and proteins with a large molecular weight both adsorb at the interface, but they do
so in quite different ways. Two molecules compete with each other in a hybrid interface,
resulting in an unstable foam.
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In theory, foams are thermodynamically unstable systems with a limited lifespan
(Van Koningsveld et al., 2002). The propensity of discontinuous gas phase development
causes the destabilizing process of foam. There are three main mechanisms of foam
instability which are shown in figure 3: foam drainage is because of the expulsion of liquid
by gravity; laminar collapse is caused by thickness reduction due to the fluid loss or
evaporation which the film of the neighboring bubbles is disrupted and leads the bubbles
to coalescence; and Ostwald maturation is caused by the pressure differential between
bubbles which usually known as disproportionation or coarsening (Panizzolo, Mussio and
Aón, 2012).

Figure 3: Three main mechanisms of foam instability (Gutiérrez, 2018).

2.3 Foaming Agents
Foam is a special colloidal system in which scattered bubbles are brought together
and stabilized on a continuous liquid surface (Shosa and Schramm, 2001). Typically, foam
is stabilized by adding surfactants and amphiphilic polymers. However, in food
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productions and applications, the addition of biopolymers such as proteins and
polysaccharides to stabilize the foam is commonly used.
Stabilizing agents are considered to be used because liquid foams are metastable.
Surfactants are used as stabilizers, emulsifiers and foaming agents. They can be either
natural or synthetic, and they're commonly utilized to make stable foam beverages.
Surfactant molecules diffuse very quickly to the newly established interface to re-establish
dynamic equilibrium because of the high fluidity in the liquid phase. Fast-moving
surfactant molecules drag surrounding fluid molecules to fill the interlaminar space
between the droplets, known as bubbles, to keep them separate and prevent them from
merging or fusing. This stabilization mechanism is known as the Gibbs - Marangoni
mechanism (Wilde et al., 2004). For example, milk contains two types of surfactants, one
is high molecular weight surfactants such as protein, and another one is low molecular
weight surfactants such as polar lipids. Proteins can stabilize foam because they can form
a viscoelastic membrane at the air-water interfaces. Moreover, polar lipids follow the
Gibbs-Marangoni mechanism which can stabilize the foam in milk (Deotale et al., 2020,
Vitasari et al., 2020).
As mentioned before, foaming agents can be natural or synthetic. Natural plantbased proteins, milk proteins, whey proteins and some animal-origin proteins can be used
as foam stabilizers and emulsifying agents because of their varied functional abilities. The
combination of hydrophobic plant proteins and hydrophilic polysaccharides helps stabilize
the air-water interface in some food emulsions. On the other hand, synthetic foaming agents
are different, mostly are by-products such as sucrose esters and non-ionic surfactants such
as Spans and Tweens. Sucrose esters are the by-product of non-petroleum sources and are
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commonly used in food and beverage because of their low toxicity and high
biodegradability. And Spans can reduce the foam height while Tweens can increase foam
heights (Deotale et al., 2020, Varghese et al., 2017).

2.4 Plant-based protein (Pea protein)
Plant proteins are less expensive and simpler to generate than animal proteins
(Madhavi Sastry et al., 2013). Plant proteins are mostly derived from seeds and crops with
the largest nitrogen content (Tzitzikas et al., 2006). The main difficulties of plant-based
proteins as foaming agents are their large molecular weight and poor solubility in water.
Among many kinds of plant-based protein, legume proteins become more and more
popular in the daily diet of human beings. Legumes include beans, peas, chickpeas and are
widely common all over the world and are a nice source of many nutrients such as protein,
carbohydrates, starch and essential amino acids. The structure of pea legumin is similar to
soy legumin which both have a hexameric form (Gwiazda, Rutkowski and Kocoń, 1979).
Moreover, pea proteins exhibit surface activity, allowing them to raise the surface pressure
of their solutions. Some papers proposed pea protein contained good foaming ability
compared to other plant-based proteins and good foam stability compared to soy protein
(Barac et al., 2015). Nevertheless, one paper suggests pea protein contains low foamability
and poor stability than others (Moll et al., 2020). In addition, an interesting finding shows
pea protein isolate with xanthan gum can be a perfect replacement for eggs in cake making
which provides the same food texture such as pore size (Lin et al., 2017). However, a study
result shows that pea protein has less lubricity than whey protein at high protein
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concentrations which can strongly affect mouthfeel and influence the future replacement
plan (Zembyla et al., 2021).
However, with the increasing demand for plant-based protein, the waste of protein
from food factories increases too such as the wastewater containing a low concentration of
protein (Jiang et al., 2019, Roman and Brennan, 2019, Kamal et al., 2021). As a result,
there is a growing demand for innovative processes that reduce protein waste from food
factories. There are many kinds of methods to recover protein such as foam fractionation,
concentration, coagulation with heat and precipitation. Among these technologies, several
researchers suggest to use foam fractionation technology to extract and concentrate protein
from dilute wastewater because of its relatively low cost and low energy requirements (Li
et al., 2014). In addition, foam fractionation is a mature technology and has established in
the 1940s (Burghoff, 2012). This method has already been used in the chemical and food
industries to recover surfactants and animal proteins from wastewater (Lemlich, 1968,
Yang et al., 2022b, Buckley et al., 2022). However, plant-based protein recovery through
foam fractionation technology is lacking currently which needs more research to
investigate.

2.5 Adsorption Kinetics
The adsorption of protein can determine the adsorbed amount of protein at the
interface which is a significantly complicated process that is not only dependent on surface
interaction, size, the surface density of the polymer, but is also dependent on the surface
interaction and the undergo conformation ability of the protein (Fang and Szleifer, 2002).
Polymers such as protein contain high adsorption energies which can delay molecular
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exchanges at the interface and their surfaces are viscoelastic. Therefore, the anticoalescence stability is improved obviously (Gutiérrez, 2018).
Understanding the adsorption process at liquid interfaces reveals that the adsorption
rate is governed by the diffusion rate constant, which is directly impacted by the viscosity
and temperature of the solution, affecting the foam capacity and stability. Roy J.B.M. etc
showed increasing protein concentration increased the initial adsorption rate which
increased the foam capacity (Delahaije, Lech and Wierenga, 2019). In this paper,
researchers separate protein concentrations foam ability into four regimes. low
concentration regime I’s adsorption rate is slow which did not produce foam. In regimes II
and III, the adsorption rate is increased because the convention reduced the diffusion time
of the protein to interface and enough proteins were adsorbed to prevent coalescence. In
regime IV-protein-rich, the adsorption rate is increased (Delahaije, Lech and Wierenga,
2019). Unlike the previous paper, most papers prefer to describe adsorption kinetics in
three main regimes and examine by testing surface tension or surface pressure. The first
regime is an initial induction period which is determined by protein interfacial affinity and
diffusion. The second regime interfacial tension decreases dramatically due to the
continued rearrangement of protein to let monolayer saturated. The third regime shows a
slow decline of interfacial tension because of the conformational changes in the adsorption
layers (Beverung, Radke and Blanch, 1999, Tupinamba Lima et al., 2020, Gutiérrez, 2018).
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2.6 Testing methods
2.6.1 Sparging
Foam can be produced by various methods, such as gas sparging, whipping, and
Ross-Miles. Sparging foaming method is to inject gas into the liquid via a micropore
surface. Then the gas escapes from the surface as a function of buoyancy which finally
generates bubbles (Moll et al., 2020). Sparging can be achieved with a porous plate inserted
in the foam generator's bottom section. The bubbles emitted from the pores bounce up. The
bubble structure is determined by the pore size, physical and chemical properties (such as
dynamic surface tension, viscosity), and environmental conditions (such as gas flow rate
and temperature) (Lomolino et al., 2015). Sparging foaming is a rapid method and an
outstanding alternative way to monitor foam properties compared to use the whipping
method (Baniel, Fains and Popineau, 1997). Most importantly, it can help to define the
initial conditions of foam such as initial bubble size (Carey and Stubenrauch, 2009).

2.6.2 Whipping
Most researchers use whipped foaming methods which showed long-term foaming
ability and stability (Du et al., 2021). It produces foam by beating a surfactant solution
using electric mix beaters, blenders and so on. This method is commonly used to generate
foam from egg white. Some researchers tried both sparing and whipping methods to form
foam from egg whites and suggested both methods produced similar foam ability and foam
stability (Baniel, Fains and Popineau, 1997, Wang and Wang, 2009). Moreover, rotation
speed, pressure, and both gas and liquid fluxes are all important factors that can affect foam
properties during the whipping process. However, the amount of gas input during the
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whipping process is unknown which causes the relationship between bubble size and
experiment parameter to be hard to define (Balerin et al., 2007).

2.6.3 Pour test Ross-Miles
Based on height measurements, the Ross–Miles technique is used to determine the
foaming capacity at a short time scale and the stability of surfactant solutions. It involves
dropping a volume of surfactant solution into another amount of surfactant solution (Ross
and Miles, 1941). The entrainment of bubbles in the liquid arises from the vigorous mixing
of two surfactant solutions and the gas between them, resulting in the production of
bubbles. The basic idea is that a test liquid is poured into a reservoir of the same liquid
(Drenckhan and Saint-Jalmes, 2015). Ross-Miles method is a widespread method due to
its simplicity. However, the amount of gas that is put into the system is completely
uncontrollable which can affect the foam capacity (Xi Yuan Hua and Rosen, 1988).
Moreover, the liquid height will also affect the foam capacity (Kawale et al., 2015).
Therefore, to increase the method's repeatability, many adjustments and standards were
investigated (Kelly and Borza, 1966, Toca-Herrera et al., 1998, Lunkenheimer et al.,
2010).
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF PEA PROTEIN
SOLUTION
3.1 Introduction.
In this chapter, the pea protein solutions studied in this thesis are characterized at both
bulk and interfacial level. First, protein components, thermal stability, solubility and zeta
potential of dilute pea protein solutions are characterized in bulk part. Then, apparent
viscosity and surface interfacial activities -- two important physicochemical properties of
dilute pea protein solution relevant to foaming properties -- are characterized, with a focus
on the effect of protein concentration.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials
Deflavored Pea Protein 55 (FYPP-55-D, Lot M22998) was kindly donated by the
Canada AGT company. Protein content (protein 55%, moisture 10%, starch 8%, fat 4%
etc) was provided by AGT company. All other chemicals were purchased from Avantor
and Fisher Scientific, and they were all analytical grades.

3.2.2 Sample preparation
Pea protein isolate (PPI, AGT company) powder was dissolved in deionized water
and stirred overnight at 4°C to make PPI completely dissolved. Then, a Thermo Scientific
Sorvall Lynx 4000 Superspeed Refrigerated Floor Centrifuge (New life scientific INC,
USA) was used to centrifuge samples at a speed of 6000g at 4°C for 15 minutes so that the
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undilute protein and other impurities would be precipitated out which obtained a
concentration of 0.01wt%, 0.025wt% 0.05wt%, 0.25wt%, 0.5wt% and 1wt% dilute protein
solutions with dilute proteins. Five hundred milliliter centrifuge bottles and an LYNX4000
rotor were used. After centrifuge, clear samples were adjusted to pH 7.0 using 0.01M,
0.1M, 1M hydrogen chloride and 0.01M, 0.1M, 1M Sodium hydroxide from Fisher
Scientific Company and verified by a pH meter (Metrohm, USA). Sample temperatures
were controlled by a water bath (General Purpose Water Bath, The lab depot, USA).

3.2.3 Protein Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate–Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (SDS Page)
One mg/ml sample was mixed with buffer Laemmli and then carried out by
electrophoretic tests (SDS–PAGE) was carried out. According to Laemmli, (1970), SDS–
PAGE was carried out at a constant voltage of 100 V Mini Protean II (BIO-RAD, Milan,
Italy), the gels were dyed with Coomassie brilliant blue. SDS–PAGE pictures were
captured using a trans-laminator (Gel Logic 112).

3.2.4 Thermal Stability
A Differential Scanning Calorimeters (DSC)250 (Waters Corp, DE, USA) was used
to determine the denaturation temperature of dissolved pea protein in the pea protein
solution. 100mg 25wt% solution was added into a High-Volume Pan. The samples were
heated from 5 °C to 130 °C at a rate of 3 °C/minute. The measurements were performed in
triplicate.
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3.2.5 Solubility
The solubility of pea protein solutions at different pH levels was determined
following Malhotra and Coupland (2004). Samples were first dissolved in deionized water
and continuously stirred overnight at 4°C. This can make sure the protein was completely
dissolved and prevent bacterial growth. Then, samples were separated and adjusted to pH
3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6 and7. pH value was adjusted by adding 0.01M, 0.1M, 1M hydrogen chloride
and 0.01M, 0.1M, 1M sodium hydroxide, receptively. Samples were centrifuged at 1000
rpm, 10 minutes and room temperature which induced insoluble precipitation and gave the
supernatant. The protein content of protein was measured by a GENESYS 180 UV-Vis
spectroscopy (Fisher science, US). The ratio of the protein content after centrifuge
(supernatant samples) and protein content before centrifuge (original samples) determined
the solubility of pea protein solutions.

3.2.6 Zeta-potential
A Zetasizer (Malvern, US) was used to measure the zeta potential of pea protein
solutions at different pH from pH 3 to pH7 at an increasement of 1 pH level. The pH level
was adjusted by adding 0.01M, 0.1M, 1M hydrogen chloride and 0.01M, 0.1M, 1M Sodium
hydroxide accordingly. All measurements were performed in triplicate.

3.2.7 Viscosity
A viscometer (Brookfield RVT, Stoughton, USA) was used to test the apparent
viscosity of deionization water, 0.01wt%, 0.1wt%, 0.5wt% and 1wt% pea protein solutions.
A spindle number s02 and a speed of 100 RPM were used. The measurements were
performed in triplicate.
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3.2.8 Adsorption Kinetics
A Bubble Pressure Tensiometer (BPT Mobile) (Kruss, Hamburg, Germany) was
used to measure the dynamic surface tension of the pea protein solutions at 0.01wt%,
0.025wt%,0.05wt%, 0.1wt%,0.25wt%, 0.5wt%, 1wt%. Bubble age was set from machine
maximum 30000ms to 10ms at room temperature. All measurements were performed in
triplicate.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Bulk
3.3.1.1 Protein SDS Page
In order to know the protein component in the pea protein solution, sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) is used. From figure 4, there are
four distinctive water-soluble proteins in the pea protein solution based on their molecular
weights: Convicilin at around 75 kDa, Vicilin (α, β, γ) at around 50 kDa, Legumin at around
46 kDa and Lectin at around 30 kDa, which is similar to the previously reported pea protein
components by Barac et al. (2015).
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Figure 4: SDS PAGE profile. Lane (M) represents the molecular
weight marker from 10 to 200 kDa. Samples 1 and 2 are replicates of pea protein solution
at pH=7.
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3.3.1.2 Thermal Stability
In order to make sure the molecular structure integrity of the protein solution, the
heat flow as a function of temperature for protein solution of 25wt% is obtained by a
Differential Scanning Calorimeters (DSC). Figure 5 shows that the onset temperature of
pea protein solution denature temperature is 78.62 °C which brings enthalpy around
0.84293 J/g. Its peak denaturation temperature is 86.6 °C. Results are consistent with the
literature (Mession et al., 2015) which suggest pea protein is in its native form.

ppi55

Enthalpy (normalized): 0.84293 J/g
Onset x: 78.62 °C

Peak temperature: 86.60 °C

Exo Up

Figure 5: Heat flow as a function of temperature for pea protein solution of 25%wt.
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3.3.1.3 Solubility VS pH graph
Next, protein solubility at a wide range of pH levels is evaluated. Figure 6 shows
PEA PROTEIN SOLUTION solubility is firstly decreasing when the pH increased and
arrives at minimum solubility around 5wt% at pH4. Then, pea protein solubility increases
when the pH increases and arrives at maximum solubility around 48wt% at pH7. In this
thesis, only pea protein solution under pH 7 is investigated, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 6: Pea protein solubility (wt%) as a function of pH at room temperature.
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3.3.1.4 Zeta-potential
Then, the zeta potential of pea protein at a wide range of pH levels is evaluated. In
figure 7, it shows 13.7 mV at pH=3 and then decreases to 0 mV around pH 3.5. The zeta
potential keeps decreasing until pH=6 and starts to increase. Results are similar to the
previous paper reported by Ladjal-Ettoumi et al (2016). Therefore, the pH value can affect
the zeta-potential value of pea protein solutions.
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Figure 7: Zeta-potential values (wt%) as a function of pH at room temperature.
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3.3.1.5 Viscosity Measurements
Appear viscosity will play an important role in foam properties (Hirasaki and
Lawson, 1985). For example, it will affect the adsorption rate by diffusion coefficient and
liquid drainage (Castellanos, Pathak and Colby, 2014, Chen et al., 2016). Figure 8 shows
apparent viscosity is increased by increasing the pea protein concentration. Water is 1.08
mPa·s, 0.01wt% pea protein solution is 1.68 mPa·s, 0.1wt% pea protein solution is 10.5
mPa·s, 0.5wt% pea protein solution is 12.9mPa·s, 1wt% pea protein solution is 18.6 mPa·s.
The apparent viscosity of 1wt% pea protein solution is around two times larger than the
apparent viscosity of 0.1wt% pea protein solution.

50

Viscosity (mPa·s)

40

water
0.01wt%
0.1wt%
0.5wt%
1wt%

30

20

10

0
water

0.01wt%0.1wt% 0.5wt% 1wt%

Figure 8: Apparent viscosity (mPa·s) with different pea protein concentrations at pH=7,
room temperature.
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3.3.2 Interfacial Activity
To understand pea protein solution surface interfacial activity on the water-air
interface (adsorption kinetics), a max bubble pressure tensiometer is used to characterize
the change of surface pressure over time due to the short time scale associated with the
adsorption kinetics. Firstly, 0.25wt% pea protein solution is used as an example to illustrate
how surface pressure changed over time which is shown in both figure 9 and figure10.
From figure 9, an initial induction period (lag time) is found where no surface pressure is
developed until tl  227 ms and is defined as the upper limit of the lag phase. After t1,
surface pressure starts to increase sharply. According to Ward and Tordai (1946), this is
𝐷

the diffusion-limited regime where Π ∝ 𝐶𝐵 √ √𝑡. By plotting surface pressure against
𝜋
square root of time, figure 10 shows that there is indeed a regime where the development
of surface pressure follows the Ward and Tordai equation (shown by the red line). This
diffusion-limited region ends at time of td  1581, defines as the upper limit of the diffusion
limited regime, after which the rate of surface pressure increasing is reduced. Finally, after
a brief transition period, the surface pressure starts to follow a linear relationship with
respect to the logarithm of time, Π = kc 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑡 (red line in Figure 9) after tc  3042,
suggesting a long and slow increase in surface pressure towards the final equilibrium status.
Surface pressure has a linear relationship versus log time which is under expectation
follows Beverung, Radke and Blanch (1999) and kc is defined as the slope of surface
pressure changes in the last period. A possible explanation of this region is that the globular
proteins adsorbed on the air/water interface are undergoing a conformational
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(rearrangement) change by reorienting themselves and exposing more hydrophobicity
heads which may lead to the formation of a cross-linked gel interfacial layer.
Therefore, the pea protein solution from both figures shows there are four regimes
during the kinetic adsorption process.
t < tl, regime I, this regime’s surface pressure does not change because the interface
lacks an adequate amount of protein, normally observed in low concentration cases and
also shown on other proteins such as Ovalbumin (Fang and Szleifer, 2002, Delahaije, Lech
and Wierenga, 2019, Beverung, Radke and Blanch, 1999, Wierenga et al., 2006). After the
upper limit of the lag phase, surface pressure starts to increase quickly.
tl < t < td, regime II, the rate of surface pressure sharply increased in this regime
because it continues loading the interface between protein and surface, by increasing the
number of adsorbed proteins (Wüstneck et al., 1996).
td < t < tc, regime III, this regime is a transitional regime, may contain both diffusion
and initial rearrangement, and is affected by the energy barrier which is suggested by Song
and Damodaran (1991).
t > tc, regime IV, a slower increase of surface pressure is attributed to the
conformational changes. There are two possible explanations: building multilayers or
forming a gel-like network, follows Ter Beek et al.(1996).
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Figure 9: Dynamic surface pressure (mN/m) of 0.25wt% pea protein solution as a
function of time at pH=7, room temperature °C.
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Figure 10: Dynamic surface pressure (mN/m) of 0.25wt% pea protein solution as a
function of square root of time at pH=7, room temperature °C.
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In addition, surface pressure versus time for a wide range of protein concentrations
is shown in figure 11. Each result is the average of three replicas with a standard deviation
smaller than 0.05. Therefore, error bars are not included in later figures. Figure 11 shows
surface pressure is dependent on the protein concentration at the air-water interface. At
extremely low bulk concentrations: CB < 0.1wt%, the surface pressure remains zero within
the duration of the maximum measurement time limitation (30,000ms), indicating a very
long lag phase.
In order to characterize how protein concentration would affect the lag phase, figure
12 clearly illustrates how the upper limit of the lag phase tl changes with respect to protein
concentrations. The figure shows that when protein concentration increases, the lag phase
time became shorter. Interestingly, figure 12 also makes clear that the change in tl is not
linearly dependent on the bulk concentration CB which suggests the lag phase is not
controlled by diffusion.
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Figure 11: Dynamic surface pressure (mN/m) of all concentrations of pea protein
solutions as a function of time at pH=7, room temperature °C.
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Figure 12: tl (ms) as a function of pea protein concentration at pH=7, room temperature °
C.
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Both figure 13 and figure14 illustrate how the bulk protein concentration affects
the diffusion limited regime of the protein adsorption kinetics. Figure 13 shows that as the
protein concentration increases, the rate at which surface pressure increases in the diffusion
limited regime (solid lines in Figure 12) increases. This is expected according to the Wilde
𝐷𝑡

(2000) and Israelachvili (2011) equations: 𝛤 = 𝐶𝐵 √

𝜋

where Γ is interfacial concentration

of the adsorbed protein and D is the diffusion coefficient, and D ≡

𝐾𝐵 𝑇
6 𝜋 𝜇 𝑅𝑝

. Since the

apparent viscosity varies slightly when CB changes from 0.1 wt% to 1 wt%, the diffusion
can be considered constant. In addition, in the dilute limit, the surface pressure Π is
assumed to be linearly related to the protein interfacial concentration. Therefore, Π ∝ CB,
and is verified in figure 14. In addition, figure 13 also shows when diffusion limited
regimes lost control to the adsorption kinetics, the surface pressure is approximately a
constant (dashed line in Figure 13), independent of the bulk concentration. This may
suggest that the upper limit of the diffusion limited regime is determined solely by the
interfacial concentration. As long as a critical interfacial concentration is achieved, the
diffusion would no longer be a dominating factor driving the adsorption process.
Finally, figure 11 shows that for 0.1 wt% ≤ CB ≤ 1 wt%, a conformational change
regime is achieved (solid black lines in Figure 11). Interestingly, it is clear that for CB > 1
wt%, the lower limit time that marks the entrance of the conformational change regime is
constant at about 3000 ms (dashed red line in Figure 11), which may indicate the time scale
when the conformational change occurs for the pea protein on the air/water interface. This
is also shown in figure 15. However, this lower limited time for CB = 0.1 wt% is delayed
until a much later time at about 104 ms. Furthermore, for CB = 0.1 wt%, the kinetics
transitions directly from the diffusion limited region towards the last regime, skipping the
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transitional region. A possible hypothesis is that there is a minimal surface load that induces
the conformational change of the protein on the air/water interface, and the minimal surface
load corresponds to that of the upper limit of the diffusion limited regime. This hypothesis
requires further investigation in the future. Figure 16 characterizes the effective rate (kc)
at which surface pressure increases in the conformational change regime. The figure shows
that when concentration increases, kc slowly decreases, but approximately proves an index
at around 2 which is similar to the value reported by Beverung, Radke and Blanch (1999)
for C. rugosa lipase protein.
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Figure 13: Dynamic surface pressure (mN/m) of all concentrations of pea protein
solutions as a function of square root of time at pH=7, room temperature °C.
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Figure 14: kd as a function of pea protein concentration at pH=7, room temperature °C.
(R-Square=0.994)
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Figure 15: tc (ms) as a function of pea protein concentration at pH=7, room temperature °
C.
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Figure 16: kc as a function of pea protein concentration at pH=7, room temperature °C.
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3.4 Conclusion
In summary, this chapter analyzes both bulk and surface interfacial activity results.
SDS-PAGE profile shows that the pea protein solution contains four different soluble
protein components, which are Convicilin, Vicilin (α, β, γ), Legumin, and Lectin. Then,
thermal stability analysis of the pea protein solution shows pea protein solution contains a
denaturation temperature at around 86.6 °C, which suggests that the pea protein used in
this study is in its native form. In addition, pea protein solubility is determined as a function
of pH levels and results are consistent with the variation of zeta-potential as a function of
pH levels. Finally, results show that apparent viscosity varies slightly in the range of dilute
pea protein solutions. However, the surface interfacial activities on the air/water interface
of the pea protein solutions depend on the bulk concentration. Results demonstrate that pea
protein solutions adsorption kinetics can be characterized by four regimes which are a lag
regime where surface pressure barely changes (t < tl); a diffusion-limited regime
characterized by a linear dependence for the fast growth of surface pressure with respect
to the square root of time (tl < t < td); a transitional regime with a slower rate of surface
pressure development due to the energy barrier from the absorbed proteins on the interface
(td < t < tc); a conformational change regime characterized by a slow increase surface
pressure with a linear dependence of logarithmic of time (t > tc), possibly due to the
rearrangement an unfolding of the absorbed proteins. Moreover, results show the upper
limit of lagging regime and the slope of diffusion limited regime are dependent on the
protein concentration. However, the slope of conformational change regime is independent
on the protein concentration.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECT OF PROTEIN CONCENTRATION ON FOAM
PROPERTIES
4.1 Introduction
Protein concentration plays an important role on bulk and surface interfacial
activities as discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter, detailed studies are
conducted on how protein concentration affects the foaming properties of dilute pea protein
solutions. In this study, sparging is used as the foam generation method because it mimics
the foam fractionation technology and helps to define the initial conditions of foam such
as initial bubble size. To better understand dynamic foaming properties upon the foam
formation, a dynamic foam analyzer (DFA) is used to trace macroscopic foam volumes
during the entire life span of the foam. Furthermore, the foam structure is monitored during
the foam destabilization process using modern optical technologies, which offers further
insights into foaming properties.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Foaming Experiments
A Dynamic Foam Analyzer100 (Kruss, Hamburg, Germany) is used to measure
dilute pea protein solutions foam ability and foam stability. It uses the sparging foaming
method, as shown in figure 17. The major advantage of sparging is that it provides better
control of the initial conditions of foam compared to other foam generation methods (initial
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bubble size, initial gas volume, initial time when foam starts to decay which defines foam
destabilization kinetics) (Carey and Stubenrauch, 2009).
Fifty milliliters of pea protein solution is injected into a single wall glass column
with a 4 cm inner diameter. Air is injected from the below the glass column and passed
through the bottom frit (pore size 16-40 μm, diameter 5 cm). Foam formation is obtained
by foaming 10 seconds at a gas flow rate of 0.2 l/min. Foam decay begins after foaming
stops, which is monitored using modern optical technologies. The observing time is
dependent on the research requirements. All experiments are measured in triplicate. Foam
height, liquid height, total height, and foam half lifetime are obtained from the Kruss
module software ADVANCE.

Figure 17: (a) A picture of the dynamic foam analyzer (DFA 100, KRUSS) which is used
in this study. (b) The principle of foam height measurement is shown. Liquid and foam
heights are monitored continuously by measuring the light transmission through the glass
column (Oetjen et al., 2014).
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4.2.2 Foam Structures
A camera is connected to the DFA100 at a height of 6.5 cm, just above the sample
height before foaming, as shown in figure 18. The camera position is adjusted at position
one. The 2-Dimensional foam structure is measured by the Kruss module software, which
provides mean bubble area, mean bubble radius (R32) and mean bubble count. The principle
of the instrument is to measure foam structures through the reflection of LED light from
the prism on the glass column.

Figure 18: (a) A camera is connected to the dynamic foam analyzer (DFA 100, KRUSS).
(b) The principle of foam structure measurement is shown. (Oetjen et al., 2014).
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4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Lifespan of foam
Among most different foaming methods, the sparging foaming method is a standard
way to test dynamic foam capacity and foam stability (Trujillo-Cayado et al., 2014). In the
sparging foam equipment (Dynamic foam analyzer, Kruss), the air is pumped through a
porous plate to the pea protein solution in a glass column. A stable foam will be produced
if the protein in the sample solution can be adsorbed at the air/water interface within the
residence time. When gas injection is stopped, the foam undergoes a destabilization process
driven by the liquid drainage which leads to the collapse of foam volume through bubble
coalescence and ripening.
To better understand dynamic foaming properties including foam formation, foam
destabilization and foam structure, a dynamic foam analyzer (DFA) is used to observe
macroscopic foam volumes during the life span of the foam. Figure 19 demonstrates the
lifespan of a foam formed with pea protein solution of 0.1wt%. The figure exemplifies both
the change of foam height and liquid height over the time. When the gas is injected into
the pea protein solution, foam height increases quickly until the sparging is stopped. The
maximum foam height is around 30mm. Meanwhile, the liquid height decreases from
41mm to 35mm when the foam is being generated. According to Koehler, Hilgenfeldt and
Stone (2000), foam drainage process has two main stages. The first stage is gravity
drainage, in which the liquid is mainly discharged due to gravity, which occurs at the initial
stage of foam formation and can quickly affect the foam structure. This is made clear in
Figure 19. The liquid starts drain out of the foam quickly immediately after the foam starts
to decay. And the liquid height increases from 35 mm to 38 mm, recovering almost to the
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original liquid height. The second stage is plateau drainage, in which liquid between three
bubbles drains through the liquid membrane junction channel (Figure 20). This usually
allows the adjacent bubbles to grow larger and eventually merge, which is also known as
the initial stage of coalescence.
Figure 21 demonstrates the kinetics of foam destabilization process in semi-log
form. It is clearly shown that the gravity drainage happens from 0s to 200s where foam
height decreases dramatically because the liquid drains out quickly. The plateau drainage
happens at around 200s where foam height slowly decreases, after which foam degradation
follows a first order kinetics (dashed line in Figure 21) leading to the collapse of the foam.
Such kinetics is also observed in foam decay process from other literatures (Serum and
Using, 1991).
The two drainage stages can also be observed in the change of bubble structure
during the decay process (Fig. 22). The bubble structures are obtained from the camera
connected to the DFA 100 instrument. From 0s to 75s, during gravity drainage, the bubble
structure changes quickly. After 75s, the bubble structure remains the same and the bubbles
simply grow larger during plateau drainage. Meanwhile, the bubble structure changes from
spherical to polygonal.
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Figure 19: In sets in this figure exemplifies a lifespan test result of 0.1wt% pea protein
solution as a function of time, pH=7 at room temperature. Four foam pictures show the
foam decay process.

Figure 20: Schematic of the plateau drainage. B represents for border. PB represents for
plateau border.
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Figure 21: 0.1wt% pea protein solution foam height as a function of time, pH=7 at room
temperature.

Figure 22: Bubble structure of 0.1wt% pea protein solution at pH7, room temperature.
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4.3.2 Foam Capacity
To better understand and quantify the dynamic foam capacity using the sparging
foaming method, maximum foam height, mean bubble radius (R32) and total surface area
(Atot) as a function of protein concentrations are analyzed.
First of all, in order to see the effect of protein concentration on foam capacity,
maximum foam height is used. It is obtained at 10s when sparging finishes. Maximum
foam height as a function of protein concentration is shown in figure 23, which clearly
indicates three regimes. In regime I (CB ≤ 0.01wt%), no foam is produced because there is
insufficient protein to produce foam. In regime II (0.01wt% < CB ≤ 0.1wt%), some foams
can be produced, but foam height does not exceed 30mm. Maximum foam height in regime
II increases sharply with increasing protein concentration. In regime III (0.1wt% < CB), all
foams exceed 30mm. Maximum foam height in regime III increases slowly with increasing
protein concentration. Results suggest the foam capacity is dependent on protein
concentration.
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Figure 23: Maximum foam height (mm) as a function of protein concentration at pH7,
room temperature.
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However, maximum foam height is not the only way to characterize foam capacity;
a better way is to use the total surface area (Atot). Atot (m2) can be calculated through the
equation 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 3𝑉𝑓 /𝑅𝑏 (Delahaije, Lech and Wierenga, 2019), where Vf is the maximum
volume of foam (m3) and Rb is the mean radius of the foam bubbles (μm).
Based on this Atot equation, the total surface area is dependent on foam volume and
bubble radius. Here, Rb is represented by R32 (mean bubble radius). Figure 24 shows R32
as a function of protein concentration and shows that there are three regimes. When protein
concentration increases, the mean bubble radius decreases. This result can also be seen in
figure 25, which shows the initial bubble structures of protein solutions with different
concentrations captured at the same camera height. In regime I (CB ≤ 0.01wt%), no foam
is produced, so figure 24 shows that the foam bubble radius is zero and no bubble is shown
in figure 25. In regime II (0.01wt% < CB ≤ 0.1wt%), pea protein solutions produce large
bubbles. At 0.025wt% pea protein solution, large bubbles are formed with a radius of
around 1600 μm. The mean bubble radius in regime II decreases sharply from 1600 μm to
600 μm when protein concentration increases. In regime III (0.1wt% < CB), all protein
solutions produce small bubbles. The mean bubble radius in regime III decreases slowly
from 150 μm to 90 μm when protein concentration increases. Results suggest mean bubble
radius is dependent on the protein concentration.
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Figure 24: Mean bubble radius (R32) (μm) as a function of protein concentration at pH7,
room temperature.

Figure 25: Initial bubble structure as a function of protein concentration at pH7, room
temperature.
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The total surface area as a function of pea protein concentration is shown in figure
26; and two regimes are established: not foamable and foamable concentrations. Total
surface area increases logarithmically with protein concentration, which indicates higher
protein concentration increases foam capacity. At extremely low concentrations (CB ≤
0.01wt%), no foam is produced because there is not enough protein. The slow increase of
total surface area as protein concentration increases to 0.1wt% represents regime I as the
not foamable regime (CB < 0.1wt%). Although increasing protein concentration in regime
I increases the amount of protein adsorbed to the interface within the foam formation time,
the interface is likely still not covered. In regime II- foamable regime (CB ≥ 0.1wt%), the
sharp increase of the total surface area proves there are sufficient proteins adsorbed on the
interface within the foam formation time. This is also supported by the results in figure 27;
the higher protein concentrations in regime II have relatively short lagging periods in
surface pressure.
Moreover, figure 26 shows that there exists a critical concentration around 0.05wt%;
this is the minimum concentration limit of foam capacity (MCL) required for enough
protein to be adsorbed on the bubble interface during foam formation in order to resist
coalescence.
In conclusion, increasing protein concentration improves foam capacity, resulting
in higher foam height (larger foam volume) and a lower mean bubble radius. These results
agree with the findings by Delahaije, Lech and Wierenga (2019).
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Figure 26: Total surface area (Atot) (m2) as a function of concentration of pea protein
solutions at pH7, room temperature.
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In addition, the critical concentration can be shown clearly by comparing residence
time and characterization time of adsorption kinetics. Residence time (tr) is the time that
the bubble stays in the liquid. It also corresponds to the time that protein needs to be
absorbed on the surface. Moreover, the following equations are used to estimate the
residence time of pea protein solution. 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝑖𝑛) =

𝐻𝑙
𝑈𝑆

, where Hl is the

liquid height (m) at t=0 and US is superficial velocity (m/min). Moreover, 𝑈𝑆 = 𝑄/𝐴𝑓2
where Q is the gas flow rate (L/min) and A2f is the surface area of the frit (m2).
Values for the parameters are determined as the following: 0.2 l/min gas flow rate,
0.3 porosity with 11-27 mm pore diameter, 40 mm frit diameter and 41 mm liquid height.
Therefore, the residence time is calculated as approximately 2.5 seconds. In figure 27, a
red dashed line refers to the residence time.
To further understand the effect of protein concentration on foam capacity, the
residence time of the bubble tr during foam formation and characteristic time of pea protein
interfacial activities (tl) are compared in figure 27.
When tr < tl, protein solutions are in the low foam capacity region. Foam capacity
(maximum foam height) increases sharply with increasing protein concentration and forms
large bubbles (large R32).
When tr > tl, protein solutions are in the high foam capacity region. Foam capacity
(maximum foam height) increases slowly with increasing protein concentration and forms
small bubbles (small R32).
In summary, results suggest that there must be sufficient protein to be adsorbed on
the surface to produce foam and prevent coalescence. MCL is found to correspond to the
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regime established by comparing tr and tl. If tr < tl, the protein solutions have a limited foam
capacity; however, if tr > tl, foam capacity increases when bulk concentration increases.
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Figure 27: Surface pressure (mN/m) for all pea protein solutions as a function of time at
pH7, room temperature.
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4.3.3 Foam Stability
Foam stability of pea protein solutions is indicated by foam half-life time (t1/2),
which represents the time it takes for 50% of the foam volume to collapse. Foam stability
increases with increasing concentration as shown in figure 28; and two regimes are
established.
When CB ≤ 0.1wt%, foam half-life time is short and slowly increases from 0s to
100s, which refers to unstable foam. Moreover, when CB > 0.1wt%, foam half-life time
slowly increases from 2000 to 2400s when protein concentration increases, which refers to
relatively long foam half-life time and stable foam. In addition, there also exists a critical
concentration around 0.25wt% in figure 30; half-life time is short and foam stability is low
when the concentration is below this value.
Similar to foam capacity, a comparison of the residence time of foam and the
characteristic time of surface interface activity of pea protein solutions during foam
formation shows that the critical concentration that defines foam stability is consistent with
the competition of the upper limit of the diffusion limited regime (td). td appears in figure
27, indicated by the red horizontal line. When tr > td, there exists high foam stability; when
tr < td, there exists low foam stability. Results suggest that the residence time tr needs to be
larger than the diffusion limited time td for foam to stabilize because it allows ample time
for the protein to build a near monolayer on the bubble interface, and therefore provides
possible conditions to form a cross-linked gelled interface in the later stage.
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Figure 28: Foam Half-life time (s) as a function of protein concentration at pH7, room
temperature.
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In order to clearly see how protein concentration affects the foam decay process,
0.1wt%, 0.25wt%, 1wt% pea protein solutions are used as examples. Kinetics of foam
stability is represented by h(t) / hmax. In figure 29, three red dashed lines indicate the plateau
drainage time for each concentration. When the protein concentration increases, the time
of gravity drainage (first stage of drainage) becomes longer, which causes the increase of
foam stability. This may because there is enough protein to form a thick foam layer which
can slow the liquid drainage rate. Meanwhile, high protein concentration contains high
viscosity and foams small bubbles, which can also slow down the gravity drainage period.
In addition, plateau drainage for 0.1wt% pea protein solution happens quickly, which is
shown as a high slope rate in figure 30; and this may be because the interfacial layer is
weak and cannot prevent coalescence. However, 0.25wt% and 1wt% pea protein solutions
have similar longer plateau drainage periods and similar slopes, which may be because
their interfacial layers are strong enough to prevent bubble coalescence.
Therefore, it is concluded that when CB ≤ 0.1wt%, it has low foam stability, but
when CB > 0.1wt%, pea protein has relatively similar high foam stability.
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Figure 29: Log h(t)/hmax for 0.1wt%, 0.25wt%, 1wt% pea protein solutions as a function
of time at pH7, room temperature. 0.1wt% horizontal scale is 10 times smaller than the
others.
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Figure 30: Slope of plateau drainage as a function of protein concentration at pH7, room
temperature.
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4.4 Conclusion
In general, the life-span foam decay process is caused by two drainage stages:
gravity drainage and plateau drainage. Moreover, both foam capacity and foam stability
are dependent on protein concentration. Foam capacity increases with increasing protein
concentration, which refers to a larger total surface area. Meanwhile, by comparing the
results from surface interfacial activity and residence time, it is concluded that when tr < tl,
foam capacity increases slowly with increasing protein concentration and indicates low
foam capacity. When tr > tl, foam capacity increases quickly with increasing protein
concentration and indicates high foam capacity. Foam stability increases with increasing
protein concentration which refers to longer foam half-life time and longer gravity drainage
time. By combining the results from surface interfacial activity and residence time, it is
concluded that when tr < td, there exists low foam stability; when tr > td, there exists high
foam stability.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY
5.1 Summary
Dilute pea protein solutions are characterized by using a multiscale approach. PPI
is a natural protein and contained four soluble protein components which are Convicilin,
Vicilin, Legumin and Lectin. Its solubility and zeta potential values are affected by pH
levels. Its viscosity increases by increasing concentration. In order to understand how
protein can affect the surface interfacial, kinetic adsorption is studied using dilute pea
protein solution which is defined as protein concentration ≤ 1wt%. There exist four regimes
in the adsorption process. The first regime is the lag period that happened when t < tl. The
second regime is a diffusion-limited regime characterized by a linear dependence for the
fast growth of surface pressure with respect to the square root of time happens when tl < t
< td. The third regime is a transitional regime with a slower rate of surface pressure
development due to the energy barrier from the absorbed proteins on the interface. The
fourth regime is a conformational change regime characterized by a slow increase in
surface pressure with a linear dependence of logarithmic time happened when t > tc,
possibly due to the rearrangement and unfolding of the absorbed proteins.
Moreover, both foam capacity and foam stability increase by increasing protein
concentration. Foaming properties such as foam capacity and foam stability can be
predicted by comparing interfacial behavior and the residence time of pea protein solutions.
By comparing the results from surface interfacial activity and residence time, it is
concluded that when tr < tl, it indicates low foam capacity. When tr > tl, it indicates high
foam capacity. When tr < td, there exists low foam stability; when tr > td, there exists high
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foam stability. This foundational research's new discoveries expand the understanding of
the foaming characteristics of plant-derived protein solutions. In addition, it has the
potential to assist applications ranging from food processing design to food creation.
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